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[image: Katy Perry has joined other singers like Norah Jones and Pearl Jam to express their concerns.]





Billie Eilish and Katy Perry Warn AI Could Replace Them


by Oriana Rivas
 April 3, 2024
 0 



Katy Perry has joined other singers like Norah Jones and Pearl Jam to express their concerns. (Flickr) Spanish.- The intrusion...







[image: US Still Sees “Time to Correct” Reimposition of Sanctions on Maduro]





US Still Sees “Time to Correct” Reimposition of Sanctions on Maduro


by José Gregorio Martínez
 April 2, 2024
 0 



US Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs, Brian Nichols, said from Spain that no announcement will be made...







[image: Kirchnerist militants compiled blacklists to block Twitter users supportive of the government. If they don't see them, do they cease to exist? (X) (subtitle)]





Kirchnerists: Between Denial and Madness?


by Marcelo Duclos
 April 1, 2024
 0 



Kirchnerist militants compiled blacklists to block Twitter users supportive of the government. If they don't see them, do they cease...
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China deploys paid hackers to steal intelligence data from its adversaries


by Oriana Rivas
 March 13, 2024
 0 



The personnel of I-Soon alone outnumber the FBI's cybersecurity personnel by "at least 50 to one." (Archive) Spanish.- A recent...
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The key points of President Biden’s State of the Union speech: Putin, abortion, and migration


by José Gregorio Martínez
 March 8, 2024
 0 



US President Joe Biden delivers his third State of the Union speech in the House Chamber of the US Capitol...







[image: While Hamas and Israel clash, consumers wage their own war against fast-food chains. (X)]





Anti-Israel Boycott Leads to 2000 Layoffs at Starbucks


by Oriana Rivas
 March 7, 2024
 0 



While Hamas and Israel clash, consumers wage their own war against fast-food chains. (X) Spanish.- The boycott against Western brands...







[image: On this Super Tuesday, the Republican electorate's desire for Donald Trump to be the standard-bearer of their party was evident.]





Trump sweeps Super Tuesday and is one step away from the Republican nomination


by Oriana Rivas
 March 6, 2024
 0 



On this Super Tuesday, the Republican electorate's desire for Donald Trump to be the standard-bearer of their party was evident....







[image: The keys to Super Tuesday: how are Biden and Trump’s numbers]





The keys to Super Tuesday: how are Biden and Trump’s numbers


by Oriana Rivas
 March 5, 2024
 0 



This Tuesday, all eyes are on Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Massachusetts, Maine, Minnesota, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Texas, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia,...







[image: If re-elected, Democrat Joe Biden would break his own record as the oldest sitting president. Trump would be 82 years old at the end of his term and Biden would be 86. (File)]





Biden is “too old” to be effective as president, according to his own voters


by Milagros Boyer
 March 4, 2024
 0 



If re-elected, Democrat Joe Biden would break his own record as the oldest sitting president. Trump would be 82 years...







[image: Black Mirror is no longer fiction: China trains robot dogs in military exercises]





Black Mirror is no longer fiction: China trains robot dogs in military exercises


by Oriana Rivas
 March 3, 2024
 0 



Chinese scientists installed a machine gun capable of firing 750 rounds per minute on a robot dog. (X) Spanish.- Season...







[image: The Zapatero sisters intend to penetrate the Latin American market for electronic sports, which already generates $500 million, but is estimated to reach $750 million with the increasing popularity of video games in the continent. (Subtitle)]





Daughters of Zapatero to conduct business in Venezuela protected by their father’s connections


by Gabriela Moreno
 March 2, 2024
 0 



The Zapatero sisters intend to penetrate the Latin American market for electronic sports, which already generates $500 million, but is...







[image: Disney, criticized for poor projects and decreasing subscriptions]





Disney, criticized for poor projects and decreasing subscriptions


by Oriana Rivas
 February 28, 2024
 0 



"The Marvels" is another one of those weak attempts to emulate the epicness of Marvel's "Infinity War" saga. (X) Spanish.-...
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